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Limited 15 Year Warranty for Residential Pools & Spas
With Wet Edge’s Pebble Edge Admix
Wet Edge Technologies™ (WET) warranty obligations are limited to the terms set forth below: WET,
warrants its Satin Matrix™ against material failure for 15 years from the date of installation. Satin
Matrix™ is warranted only when installed by an authorized applicator who is adding the Pebble Edge™
Admix. WET does not perform pool finish installation services, and this limited warranty does not cover
the workmanship of installation. WET must be notified in writing of any failure claim. WET will require the
applicator to make an inspection and validate the claim. An inspection report must be filed with WET.
WET at its discretion can perform a core test to verify it’s material and to determine cause of the
complaint. If the claim is validated WET and the seller’s obligation will be to replace only the quantity of
product proved to be defective.
WARRANTY ACTIVATION
To activate this warranty the pool owner must send the completed warranty to WET (top white
copy) and a copy of the contract within 30 days of the installation.
WARRANTY LIMITATIONS & EXCLUSIONS
Satin Matrix™ warranty is limited to WET ingredients.
Satin Matrix™ limited warranty covers the material and labor costs to repair the area of failure.
Satin Matrix™ warranty does not cover fading or loss of color.
Satin Matrix™ is not warranted out of water.
Applicator shall have the right to repair only the area of failure.
Pools and/or spas drained and left empty for more than 48 hourse will void the warranty.
WET shall not be held responsible for incidental and consequential costs including but not limited to water
replacement, chemicals, and loss of use of the pool are not covered.
This warranty shall not cover damages to the Satin Matrix™ which have been caused by physical abuse or
neglect, through lack of proper water chemistry balancing or other chemical abuses, or sanitation
applications. Water chemistry and pool operation must be maintained to the manufacturer’s standards.
Cracks, check cracking, minor surface checking caused by structural damage or from draining the pool are
excluded from this warranty.
Satin Matrix™ is composed of natural materials that have certain inherent characteristics. Normal
mottling could occur across the surface resulting from differences in moisture content and/or rate of
hydration within the matrix of the surface coating. Normal mottled variation, is not considered a failure or
defect, but is a normal characteristic of cementitious products.
WARRANTY COVERAGE
Product disintegration or deterioration due to failure not related to workmanship or chemical abuse.
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